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The Art of Asking Empowering Questions 

By Jim Fredericks Website: JimFredericks.Com 
Designed as a FREE Resource to Pass out to Students After Teaching 

to “Draw Out” in an Interactive Workshop or “Put In” through Lecture 

Questions are powerful!  

Asking questions is a uniquely effective tool for unlocking value within people and insight into 

a text. It spurs learning and the exchange of ideas, fuels insight into Scripture, helps others learn 

to think and builds rapport and trust among people in a natural learning culture.  

Until recent scientific breakthroughs on how our brain works, we have not been sure why 

questions are so crucial to maximize learning. However from early on, wise teachers and trainers 

discovered the power released through questioning. To even wonder at the power released 

through questions would have been nonsense.  

• Socrates and the Socratic method of learning.  

• The Hebrews and their Rabbinic method.  

• Jesus and the over 300 question recorded in the Gospels. Look at the glimpse we get of 

Jesus learning at twelve in the temple (Luke 2:46-47, interactive community, asking and 

answering questions with understanding). 

This shift away from personalized learning with questions at the core accelerated with the 

Industrial Revolution. Schooling taught us our “3 R’s” (reading, ‘riting and ‘rithmetic). Yet no 

schooling offered me a class on how to ask questions and listen carefully. 

Unless we possess a naturally high relational intelligence (which I don’t), few of us have honed 

the art of questioning as a skill. That’s a missed opportunity we can remedy through deliberate 

practice with a coach. The good news is that by asking questions, we naturally improve our 

emotional intelligence. In turn, this makes us better questioners. Asking questions improves 

interpersonal bonding, whether in me or in others. It’s essential to unlock cooperative learning, a 

fundamental goal in a natural learning culture. 

Questions are a powerful way to stimulate thought. Artful questions are like keys that unlock 

our minds and the treasury of God’s Word for all to enjoy. Questions connect concepts to lives so 

real-life transformation occurs. Master the art of asking questions since questions are the 

springboards for good dialog. Questions release powerful dynamics for personal discovery and 

transformation since normally people resist changes that are thrust upon them. Most more readily 

embrace ideas and changes they help discover. 

“The teacher, if indeed wise, does not bid you to enter the house of their wisdom, but 

leads you to the threshold of your own mind” (Unknown). 

We pose questions and respond to queries in the belief that the magic of a conversation will 

produce a whole that is greater than the sum of its parts. Sustained personal engagement and 

motivation require that we are always mindful of the transformative joy of asking and answering 

questions. 

“Question everything” (Albert Einstein). 

This makes more sense when we tap into more recent scientific studies about how brilliantly 

God designed our brain. 
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Simplified Brain Science and “Drawing Out” through Questions 

What an amazing brain our infinitely creative God designed to bless us with!  

Our brain  always searches, scans, looks, waits for something significant or unusual. Notice, for 

instance, how we respond to the unexpected in a movie thriller or a surprising twist to a well-

written mystery.  

Experts say an average adult has somewhere around 50,000 thoughts a day, many of which are 

trivial. So, God also designed our brain to automatically filter the commonplace. In these arenas, 

our habits kick in and semi-automatically bring into play what’s needed. No wonder it’s so 

crucial to build good habits. Our brains take much of the routine and ordinary and filters out this 

normal to keep it from interfering with the brain’s primary purpose...to record what really 

matters.  

This cuts both ways.  

God designed our brain to function through associations, connections and link between bits of 

information. These mental “maps” (or circuits, wiring, neural pathways) join together via 

complex chemical and physical pathways. This selective attention allows us to focus on what is 

essential without being flooded by all the minutia of daily life.  

However, this filter may also block out important information if our filters are off kilter.  

Therefore, our brain embeds a big-picture, broad-stroked “filing system” for information. Then 

we must carefully encode what we take in, marking it as “can’t forget” stuff for the proper filing 

system.  

“Our brains like to create order out of the chaos of data coming into them, to make links 

between information so that our lives make more sense” (David Rock, Quiet Leadership). 

I’m encouraging disciples of Jesus to intentionally tap into how God designed the functions of 

our brain to accelerate learning. Learn a solid, big-picture overview of the “main & plain” of 

God’s Word and life itself. Deliberately work on encoding what’s crucial to us. When natural 

learning groups learn to “draw out” with questions and dialog, this marks the “aha’s” we 

discover as “Remember this!” 

Once it’s encoded, our brains transfer and hardwire this in our long-term memory in categories 

until needed. That’s why a simple, yet powerful, way to study Scripture is to soak in a passage for 

a whole week and put weight on doing God’s Word.  

Here is a bit of layman’s understanding of how God fashioned our brains to process. 

God designed our brains in Genesis 1 with unique complexity, each one different yet each 

fearfully and wonderfully fashioned. Our thoughts and memories, skills and actions are vast sets 

of connections or “maps,” These maps or circuits are wired together via complex chemical and 

physical pathways. 

Here’s a simplified glimpse into the vast complexity of our brain from a non-expert. The brain 

has around 100 billion neurons. Neurons connect together like a super internet and do the 

creative work we call thinking. Neurons send rapid signals to other neurons through the synapses, 

that is, the points where neurons connect.  

One single neuron may have up to 100,000 dendrites (think roots as they gather and link info). 

Dendrites can form thousands of communication connections through their capacity for 

branching, networking and linking. The first time neurons link up, the network connection is 

fleeting. Dendrites strengthen from these stimulating experiences. On the other hand, a newly 
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formed dendrite shrivels and disappears if we don’t quickly reinforce and put into practice what 

we have learned.  

Additionally, the myelin sheath is a layer of cells that grows on the outside of neurons. Myelin 

allows you to speed up your brain, like we can super-charge our computers. Build layer upon 

layer of myelin in crucial areas. With fifty layers of myelin on each neuron, the signals may 

increase from 20 miles per hour up to 200 miles per hour. Our neuron network can then send 30 

times more signals down the same neuron network. The overall processing in your brain can 

become 3,000 times more effective. 

If we link up again by study and reflection, by doing and experiencing the same concept, these 

actions strengthen both the dendrites and the myelin sheath. Every new experience, new action, 

new thought, new sensation, forms new connections or strengthens existing ones. The more times 

the pathway is used, the stronger the connection grows and the wider the network spreads. 

How do soccer players or singers improve? Certainly, they may have natural gifting, but they 

also master their skill through many hours of “deliberate practice” aimed at continuous 

improvement through incremental changes. Deliberate practice occurs best under the watchful 

eye of another or others who aid the training process. For us, those in our natural learning 

SmallGroup act as peer-coaches with their encouragement and joy in learning. 

These combine for 300 trillion constantly changing connections with an almost unlimited array 

of ways each brain stores information. This means we all process differently. We therefore make 

a fatal error in relationships by assuming other people problem solve exactly like us. This is one 

reasons questions are so powerful to “draw out” the unique connections of the others.  

God explicitly designed our brains to be our ally in learning. However, we must choose to 

access this feature. I’ll be chatting with a grandchild and casually say: “I wish my I-Phone 

could….” Immediately my grandchild grabs my phone and says, “Watch, Poppo. Let me show 

you.” A function is useless if it’s not utilized. No wonder we emphasize soaking in a passage and 

learning together in community “by doing.”  

“[The brain is] capable of creating new connections on a massive scale, at any stage of 

life, and [does] this in response to anything new that was learned [and practiced]”  

(David Rock, Quiet Leadership). 

A key to becoming lifelong life-learners is for us to fully engage ourselves to store the most 

important concepts of Scripture as “must remember.” God designed our brains to function 

similar to a muscle. The more we use our brain, the more networks and branches we grow and the 

better we get at storage and retrieval.  

Work on a skill every day with incremental learning toward continuous improvement and we 

get better and better. Our hardwiring deepens, strengthens and broadens. Release the unbridled 

creativity in God’s image-bearers. Involved learners increase the neurons that fire. 

God’s plan is for other mature people to help us to process good and bad experiences. They 

come alongside so we can discern the healthy from the unhealthy, the life-releasing from the life-

stifling. And a certain “chaos” exists in creativity. Creativity is not something rare or neat or 

packaged in an orderly way. Creativity is messy. Flashes of insight come at inconvenient times. 

It’s enhanced by a fun, fast-paced, uncritical exchange in a cooperative group that functions more 

“right-brained” in its earlier stages.  

So, questions cooperate with how God designed our brain because they help “draw out” 

others to do their best thinking.  
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How does this fit with questions?  

This morning it hit me! I saw the relationship between this divine creation pattern and 

unanswered questions. Without being aware, for years, questions have been a way for me to 

partner with the Lord to form space within to later be filled with His revelation. What do I 

mean? When we ask a question,… 

“…the mind leaps to respond. It continues working in the background like computer anti-

virus software until our mind synthesizes a solution, thus creating new insight (new 

mental map). Sow a question that unleashes the energy and creativity of people and 

watch it bear fruit. So questions cooperate with how God designed us.” 

God designed our minds to function like this. Asking vital questions stretch us and others 

outside our comfortable space. That’s also why meditation is a key to insight and LifeChange. 

When space for revelation has been formed as our minds search for an answer, in His timing the 

space within will be filled with revelation. This may come gradually over time or an “aha” 

rushing in like the mighty wind of the Spirit of God.  

Since good questions are so powerful and effective, is there ever a place for directive teaching 

or lecture?  

Certainly!  

Spirit anointed teaching and preaching are powerful. God ordained preaching as a powerful 

means for change. In my mind, it’s just not primary. Lecture may be best for large audiences, 

complicated material that’s difficult for another to self-discover, unmotivated groups or a short 

time with a highly motivated audience.  

Also, Jesus taught with short “popcorn” bursts of teaching (see context of the parable of the 

Good Samaritan in Luke 10), so hone your directive skills. Also learn when to use them. Strong, 

directive preaching will draw a crowd. Although remember that Jesus used a small group of 

twelve to build a community of disciples because Jesus came from the ultimate SmallGroup. 

This has powerful implications for why we ask questions to develop the ability to think. 

What do you think is one crucial aspect of asking empowering questions? Take time to 

brainstorm before continuing. 

Our Model, the Master of Questions, Jesus 

Jesus is our Model for asking empowering questions. In the Gospels, He asked over 300 

question. One scholar counted only eight of their questions that Jesus answered. Instead of giving 

direct answers to a question, Jesus either answered the question with His own targeted question or 

answered the “question beneath the question” to get to their hearts. He used their questions to 

penetrate to the core area of the issue at hand.  

Are you surprised? 

If we want to follow in the footsteps of Jesus, we must believe that God designed our brains to 

put more weight on what we say than what we hear. Learn to ask questions the way Jesus does: to 

get people to think more deeply, to reveal hearts, to open up hidden reality for others.  

This is not how most of us teach.  

Sometime read through the Gospel of Luke simply to note how Jesus used questions to teach 

and help others to learn. As teachers, most think our answers are more important. Jesus seems to 
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view the question as most important because questions cause us to think and to ignite our self-

learning.  

Perhaps the biggest inhibitor is that most teachers still feel what they say is more life-impacting 

than what the other says. Yes, it may be more insightful and complete. God designed our brains 

however so that what the other says has more impact to them than what the teacher says, even if 

it’s not as complete. If we believed this, we would end far fewer sentences with a period and far 

more with a question mark. 

• We ask questions for information. Jesus asks questions to provoke transformation. 

• We ask questions for answers. Jesus asks questions to bring awareness in others. 

• We ask question to convey our assumptions and beliefs. Jesus asks questions to confront 

the listener with their own thought process, preconceptions, assumptions, and beliefs. 

It would seem that asking questions were far more important to Jesus than the answers. 

Let’s take a quick look at Jesus, our Model for life. 

Ask questions the other person will be challenged as they reflect to answer. And listen to the 

full response from others to your question, even if you know where the person is going. The art of 

empowering questioning lies in genuinely wanting both the information discovered in their 

answer and the increased connection with the person answering. 

Jesus learned and then later taught through the Rabbinic or Hebraic style of learning, through 

asking and answering questions. When He was at the temple at twelve years of age, it was 

questions and answers in a learning community that awed the leaders. 

After three days they found [12-year old Jesus] in the temple courts, sitting among the 

teachers, listening to them and asking them questions. Everyone who heard him was 

amazed at his understanding and his answers (Luke 2:46-48, emphasis).  

Whenever we read the Gospels and Jesus asks a question, answer it! Don’t wait to see how 

Peter or the Pharisees or the crowd answer His question. When Jesus asks a question in the text, 

answer it personally in your own words. This brings Scripture powerfully alive for LifeChange, 

in us and in others.  

A beautiful picture of Jesus meeting us where we really are occurs in John 4 with His 

intentional encounter with the woman at the well. Notice how often Jesus ignored her question 

and dived down more deeply into her life. He deals with what really is, although she throws out 

smokescreens. Then He reveals Himself to her. We see here in a distilled, distinct way that when 

the woman comes to reckon with who she really is, she is able to see God as He really is. 

Awareness within leads to LifeChange. This masterful way Jesus directly and compassionately 

ministered to one outcast of society is worthy of long study. 

Who has most impacted your life?  

A person who lectured to you about what you should be doing? Or a person that helped you 

reflect on your life and set a better course by asking lots of empowering questions? That’s exactly 

what Jesus does. When we look at the questions Jesus asked, what we see is he is helping the 

people he’s interacting with evaluate their lives and set a better course. 

As one example from among many, we love the parable of the Good Samaritan in Luke 10:25-

37. Have you seen though the powerful model for teaching that utilizes questions? What was the 

context before and after this marvelous parable? Read it now and answer this question to make 

your learning active.  
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What do you see about Jesus’ teaching style? 

Questions! Jesus surrounded this short “burst” of teaching (His parable) with questions. The 

asking/answering model in community is the natural way to open up our hearts and minds to learn 

to think better and to grow.  

Jesus usually taught with short “bursts” of teaching to set up, frame or transition to questions. 

Jesus knew that questions can be a powerful force to release motivation to grow. “Popcorn 

teaching.” Think of the quick, energetic burst of heat that releases the goodness within a kernel of 

popcorn. We follow this by enjoying the savoring aftereffects together in a leisurely setting. That 

is why I call this style of teaching “popcorn” teaching. Sure, it’s a bit “corny!” It’s also a graphic 

picture of effective teaching energized by the Spirit. 

• 10:25-27 – Jesus answered the scribe’s question with a question (my mom told me never 

to answer a question with a question). 

• 10:28 - Jesus gives a quick, burst of teaching. 

• 10:29-35 - In answer to the scribe’s question attempting to justify himself, Jesus gives us 

another “burst” of teaching to frame or set up the following question. We call this 

“burst” the parable of the Good Samaritan. Read it out loud and time it to gain 

perspective as a teacher how short Jesus often taught. 

• 10:36-37 – Jesus asks a pointed question, and then drives home the scribe’s answer with 

a short, application-laden “burst” of teaching. Jesus normally taught with questions that 

set up a “burst” of teaching, or vice versa, the “burst” setting up the questions. 

Use questions like Jesus did, to unlock Bible passages and the hearts of others so we change 

how we think. Let’s begin to ask and answer Jesus’ questions. “What do you think?” 

1. What do you want me to do for you? (Matt 20:32). 

2. Can any of you by worrying add a single moment to your lifespan? (Matt 6:27). 

3. Why are you terrified? (Matt 8:26). 

4. Could you not watch for me one brief hour? (Matt 26:40). 

5. Do you believe I can do this? (Matt 9:28). 

6. Do you not yet understand? (Matt 16:8). 

7. Why does this generation seek a sign? (Mark 8:12). 

8. Why were you looking for me? (Luke 2:49). 

9. What are you thinking in your hearts? (Luke 5:22). 

10. How is it that you seek praise from one another and not seek the praise that comes from 

God? (John 5:44). 

As both teachers and learners, let’s learn to ask Jesus’ questions. I like a summary of six 

categories of questions I found on the internet.i Think about these. Why did Jesus ask these? How 

can we integrate these into our learning and teaching? Read the Gospels and discover these 

treasures for yourself.  

1. “Why worry, doubt or be afraid?” 

2. “Why are you thinking evil thoughts?” 

3. “Do you believe I can do this?” 

4. “Who touched me?” 

5. “Do you know what I’ve done for you?” 

6. “What do you want?” 
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Questions tap into the revolution in learning that God is on the march to bring about in the 21st 

century. A listening heart prepares an inquisitive and understanding mind as we cultivate a 

natural learning culture. The only time we cannot learn is when we forfeit our listening hearts as 

lifelong life-learners and doers.  

Why do so many of us hold back from learning to ask good questions?  

There may be many reasons. Add your own reason why many tend to use statements to tell 

rather than questions to “draw out.” 

• Fear that we may expose our ignorance. 

• Overconfidence in our own knowledge. 

• Apathetic, not caring enough about the other to ask. 

• Worry that they will ask a bad question and come across as rude. 

• Eager to impress others with their own thoughts, stories and takes. 

Let’s follow Jesus’ model and break off our own self-centered focus. 

ONE Intent  

Some use questions as weapons to back people into a corner so we look good. As I read the 

Gospels, I see the gentle and humble heart of Jesus always concerned for the others. He is aware 

of where they currently are, accepts, welcomes and embraces them right there in their mess. Yet 

acceptance never implies agreement. Jesus then nudged them toward their highest and best, 

depending on their openness to consider, not His need to press in. The woman at the well in John 

4 is the classic illustration of this. Soak in this great passage and learn it well. 

The most crucial aspect of any question is the intent. Anything as powerful as empowering 

questions can be used for or against others. Since Jesus is our model, He always intended every 

word and action of His life for the good of others. Jesus characterizes His heart as “gentle and 

humble” (Matthew 11:29), the One who modeled for us how to love others (John 13:34-35). 

So, put aside any ego and seek the highest and best for others. God designed us and called us 

into freedom to mutually serve one another (Galatians 5:13-14). Approach others as a friend and 

not as an inquisitor painting the other into an untenable position. Before asking ask tough, direct 

questions, I normally ask permission from the person with a specific context. 

Some good caring questions are: “How may I help you?” “How can we grow together as 

lifelong learners and worshipers?”  

The response we can expect to receive to any question is drastically affected by our attitude in 

asking. So, don’t use questions to put yourself in a better light or the other in a worse light. Be 

especially gentle when you know they are struggling over something (compare Paul’s nursing 

mother picture in 1 Thessalonians 2:7). Treat each person as a valued image-bearer, loved by 

God. Such an attitude safeguards us from using questions to manipulate others for our own 

purposes.  

Be super careful with potential threatening questions in a group that may feel like we are trying 

to nail a person. “Why haven’t you put that into practice yet?” WHY?  is a great question, 

although the most powerful one since it penetrates directly to motives. Make others look 

good…even if you don’t. This is a safeguard against using questions to manipulate others for our 

agendas. Develop an awareness of when a question has generated defensiveness or challenged so 

you can step back, put it on you and rephrase the question. Be willing to take the hit yourself. 

“Sorry! My question was not well stated. How about…?”  
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A helpful adage is: “When you meet resistance, move to relationship.” 

Do my questions release the value in individuals? Do I share my excitement and my “I-can’t-

wait-to-see-the lights-come-on-for-you!”  attitude? Are my questions a gift to them to help them 

discover and grow? Or do my questions somehow make others feel put on the spot, intimidated, 

and disempowered?   

Before continuing, please take time before the Lord and search your heart.  

Why do you want to develop the art of good question asking? To gain power over others? Or to 

serve the highest and best of others?  

If your purpose is to climb up corporate or social ladders, build your reputation or grow a 

following, please do not continue! I can’t prevent you from learning the powerful art of 

questioning from others. I do ask you to be honorable, and not continue with me to develop the art 

of asking powerful questions unless your one intent is to use questions to build up others. 

You start a question and it’s like starting a stone. You sit quietly on the top of the hill and 

away the stone goes, starting others (Robert Louis Stevenson). 

Ask questions that encourage others to examine how they view life. And listen to the full 

answer to your question, even if you know where they are going. The art of good questioning lies 

in genuinely wanting the information that would be in the answer and the deepening relationship 

as we get to know them better. Both/And. 

Our application today is for actively studying the Bible together, although questions impact all 

of life. 

Questions can be like javelins hurled from one mind and heart to another. Empowering 

questions are a particularly powerful aid to “sharpen” the javelin and propel learning toward 

more penetrating reflection and impact. Our minds operate by continually looking for answers to 

unanswered questions. The javelin-word goes out from one person and pierces another. Sow a 

question that unleashes the energy and creativity of people and watch it bear fruit.  

Why are questions so powerful?  

Our minds operate by continually looking for answers to unanswered questions. No matter 

what questions are asked, the mind leaps to respond. For the involved learner, it continues in the 

background until an answer is synthesized, thus creating new insight. Sow a question that 

unleashes the energy and creativity of people and watch it bear fruit. 

TWO Kinds  

Read the two columns of parallel questions below from top to bottom, the left column then the 

right. Which of these two columns will create more dialog and sharing of insights in this business 

setting? Why? Take time in this exercise. The difference is crucial! 

1. Is the project done? 1. How’s the project coming? 

2. How many steps did it take you? 2. How did you approach it? 

3. Did your original plan work well? 3. What worked well for you? 

4. What is the main problem? 4. What are some possible solutions? 

5. What didn’t you like? 5. What would you do different next time? 

6. Are there any questions? 6. What questions or thoughts do you have? 

7. What did you struggle most with? 7. How were you stretched to learn? 
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A close-ended question has one answer or expected answer. These encourage others to give 

only limited thought and information (often called knowledge or fact questions). Closed-ended 

questions are helpful to: 

• Test understanding, ours or the other person’s: “So, if I get this qualification, I will get a 

raise?” 

• Conclude a learning dialog or making a decision: “Now we know the facts, are we ready 

to set a course of action?” 

• Frame the setting: “Are you happy with the service from your bank?” 

An open-ended question has a variety of possible answers. They develop the capacity to think 

and to express themselves. They lead to explaining how they feel and what and how they think. 

Open-ended questions invite creativity and ownership (often called understanding questions).  

• Develop an open conversation: “What other ideas does this topic touch?” 

• Find out more detail: “What else do we need to do to make this a success?” 

• Discover the other person’s opinion or issues: “What do you feel or think about these 

changes?” 

Learn to have fun with open-ended questions because they pack quite a punch with a surprising 

internal power.  

• “Why are open-ended questions better as a rule?” Because they unleash a more 

powerful chain of events in deeper sharing and wider interaction.  

• “Are close-ended questions wrong?” No, of course not. “Why?” I just used one in this 

bullet point! And note. I followed it up with an open-ended question with multiple 

answers (“Why?”). If you ask a close-ended question, think of following it with 

cascading open-ended questions. 

• “When do you think you would use a close-ended question?” Perhaps to solicit facts, 

draw out the quiet ones, refocus after a rabbit trail, get people to elicit specific 

information, to name a few. Close-ended question don’t, however, open dialog to 

exploration so impact and influence people less.  

Just as higher grades of octane fuel increased performance in top-of-the-line cars, so the higher-

octane, open-ended questions will fuel more group interaction and personal insight and growth.  

“The wise man has more questions than answers”  

(the 21st century philosopher, A. Nonymous). 

The only way I know to learn to ask good questions is by risking asking bad questions (“bad” 

in our minds). We want the Spirit of God to develop a natural learning environment in 

community. Let’s give each other the freedom to risk looking ignorant by asking questions. 

After all, learning begins with ignorance (with something that is not known or not known fully). 

THREE Purposes  

Although I advocate majoring on discovery teaching, I added this extended section because 

questions are crucial to discussion teaching. If few or none prepare in a group led with discovery 

teaching, the teacher can either role the lesson to the next week, or default back to discussion 

teaching if they have pre-prepared. Because flow naturally from my personal study, after some 

practice, it takes little time for me to prepare for the possibility of defaulting to discussion 

teaching. Also, thinking through questions like this may also be scattered in our directive 

teaching  and certainly in our discovery teaching to lesson the numbers of “bursts of teaching.” 
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This section then has the most direct application for discussion teaching by “drawing out” in 

an interactive group, although asking good questions apply to all of life.  

Like aiming a missile at a target, first we launch the missile from its platform toward the 

intended target. We then guide it with in-flight adjustments, and finally deliver the payload to 

powerfully penetrate and impact the target. Similarly, three purposes for questions bring God’s 

Word home to pierce the target and explode change into our lives. I call them… 

Launching questions.  

   Guiding questions.  

      Impacting questions  

1. LAUNCHING Questions (launching the “missile”) 

Begin with the end-target of this group time in mind. “What am I attempting to accomplish in 

this group or conversation?” 

After study and before preparation to teach, develop a good, clear lesson aim that focuses on 

the key concept you aim to communicate. This will help you to hone your launching question. 

During the lesson, the lesson aim will also help you to determine whether to pursue a spontaneous 

topic arising during the dialog or to refocus using your launching question.  

As a clarification, use your launching question to launch the group if your group is only at the 

stage of discussion teaching. I often then preface the reading of the passage with the question, 

then repeat it after we have read the passage. If the group has learned discovery teaching where 

each pre-prepares and comes as a teacher and learner, just read and let their responses direct the 

group. However, I still have one launching, several guiding and one applying question prepared. 

It’s an easy fallback if the group comes less prepared and these may also be helpful to guide the 

group. 

As you teach interactively with questions and dialog, each section of the passage needs a good, 

thought-provoking launching question. One question preferably so we don’t flood people. Take 

the necessary time to formulate a thought-provoking question. I need to write mine down in the 

margin of the material or on a sticky note. If the first minute or two takes us off course, it requires 

an enormous amount of energy to redirect the group.  

Questions are more powerful if everyone is on the same wavelength. I like to begin with a 

targeted setup statement that establishes a context. Jesus often framed his questions as He first 

taught with a statement or a short “burst” of teaching followed by His question. The “burst” 

communicates a necessary framework, context or piece of information that is important to set up 

the question. For instance, for John 15:5.  

“Jesus loved to teach life-changing truth with simple word-pictures. Let’s read John 15:1-

5 together with this question in mind: ‘What is Jesus communicating about our 

relationship with the Father and the Son?’” 

Questions are an awkward tool for pulling out hard-to-discover gems…no matter how rich the 

treasure may be. If you find yourself asking a series of close-ended leading questions attempting 

to move towards your one, specific truth, people will begin to shut down their creative thinking. 

If the learners could be asking in their minds, “What answer does the teacher want me to say?”, 

then stop. Discard the string of questions. Switch to a short “burst” of teaching to communicate 

that specific truth, even in dialog format. Then return to questions again. 

Here are some suggested question-stems for launching questions: 
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• “What did you observe in this passage about…?” 

• “What do you think Jesus means when He says…?” 

• “What did you learn in this passage about…?” 

• “What impressed you the most as we read through about…?” 

2. GUIDING Questions (in-flight adjustment for the “missile”) 

Follow up with guiding questions as needed (some call these clarifying, understanding or 

analytical questions). Put ourselves in their shoes. Learn to ask spontaneous guiding questions 

that spring from their frame of reference more than ours. “What you said about…makes me 

wonder about….”  

As I’ve learned to study personally by mining God’s Word with something like D-O-I-N-G or 

3 I’s for Insight, guiding questions naturally pop into my mind when someone says something. 

As the group matures in developing a natural learning culture, the group members also begin to 

ask these.  

Guiding questions may be prepared ahead of time as a follow-up to your launching question or 

be spontaneous responses to the living dialog guided by the Spirit. Guiding questions help us all 

wrestle together with the text and its implications.  

Convictions are first formed internally as people learn to express verbally how they feel about 

an issue. They link past experiences with the new truth. Our responsibility as a teacher is to help 

others to think from Scripture so they discover truth for themselves, tapping personally into 

Spirit-generated revelation. If we can draw out others to verbalize what they are thinking, the 

Spirit uses this powerfully. Our brain is hardwired to receive what we say as “can’t forget” stuff. 

Guiding questions deepen and illustrate, drawing out key thoughts for others to share. 

“Ideas are like children; there are none so wonderful as your own”  

(Chinese fortune cookie). 

Ask a question to an active learner and their minds go into retrieval mode. If no answer is 

found, God designed our minds to connect nerve impulses back and forth between previously 

stored information until we experience insight in creative, new ways. This stored information is 

fused together so that fresh combinations multiply possibilities. Ask questions to release this self-

learning inherent in each image-bearer since our goal is to create insight, not to just share 

information. 

Did you know that five state capitals begin with the letter “A”? Atlanta, Georgia is one. 

When we try to think for others, the person tends to fend off our ideas instead of taking that 

energy and generating their own solution. So, giving others our answer when they can discover 

for themselves does little but continue their dependence on us.  

After we become more skilled and comfortable with the art of asking questions, guiding 

questions spring up spontaneously from the dialog. An unexpected benefit of follow-up guiding 

questions is that they don’t require much thought or preparation when we learn to study properly. 

We won’t necessarily need to prepare a large number of guiding questions. Many dialogs will 

determine their own course and our spontaneous guiding questions will nudge it along.  

A conversation around the Bible in a natural learning culture is like a dance. It requires partners 

in sync in a joyous, spontaneous, fun-filled environment. Embrace the mutual push-and-pull that 

unfolds over time. Just as the way we ask questions can facilitate trust and the sharing of 

information, so, too, can the way we answer them. 
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When we keep our minds alert for possibilities, and also train other learners to ask good, 

empowering questions, guiding question occur spontaneously in lively interaction from a 

multitude of sources. This deepens our learning, shortens our preparation to teach, and contributes 

to a powerful natural learning culture. We will be amazed at how much easier it is to teach when 

we develop this art. Ultimately, this will save a great deal of prep time for you while also 

releasing more LifeChange in others, a win/win. 

A person often knows the real answer but conjures up a counterfeit question to distract from 

Reality. Listen carefully for the real question beneath the counterfeit. Then we may be able to 

craft a guiding question to redirect if we stay attuned to the person and to the Spirit. Jesus seemed 

to have this ability, most often ignoring the question from another and moving to the real issue. 

Guiding questions can start with broad strokes and move to narrower ones. (“What is the main 

idea in this paragraph?” “What does this verse say about serving?”). It can also begin with the 

narrower and move to wider applications. (“How many times is Jesus mentioned in this 

paragraph?” (a close-ended question). “What does this teach us about Jesus?”) Both approaches 

are appropriate. Notice the second is a close-ended question followed by an open-ended question. 

As a general rule, don’t tell the group something they can discover for themselves. Telling 

when they can discover obstructs learning. Ask rather than tell so they can think more thoroughly, 

draw their own conclusions, and be impacted more deeply.  Use guiding-questions to probe in 

order to stimulate more thinking. Tap into the way our mind continues to work in the background 

to solve unanswered questions.  

By the way, is anyone still trying to discover all the five capitals beginning with an “A”?  

Atlanta, Georgia, Augusta, Maine, Annapolis, Maryland, Austin, Texas, and Albany, New 

York. Try to align our teaching with how God designed our minds to keep working to answer 

unanswered questions. Teach so others powerfully learn! 

Some say to me, “My group doesn’t want to talk.” Be patient and persistent. This is new to 

many and threatening to some because we all reveal something about ourselves when we talk. 

Perhaps trying to do what Jesus often did with a general guiding question. “What are some ideas 

the church has about…?” It is always easier to talk about what other people think than to share 

our own convictions or feelings until a person gets comfortable in the group. 

I have listed a few question-stems for three types of guiding questions for your benefit, 

clarifying, expanding and redirecting. Don’t feel that you need to memorize all of these. Read 

through them a number of times, become comfortable and familiar with these good friends so 

they will pop into your mind spontaneously at the right time! 

Clarifying question-stems: 

• “What do you mean by…? 

• “How could you rephrase…in another way?”  

Expanding question-stems (comparisons, synthesis, evaluation to make people think): 

• “How would you explain…?” 

• “What do you think causes…?”  

Redirecting question-stems: If the dialog wanders from the passage, you may need to draw the 

group back on track with a redirecting question. 

• “Good thought. Who else can add to…? [then redirect to the lesson theme]” 

• “How would the rest of you answer…?” [then redirect to the lesson theme] 
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Don’t let any list overwhelm you! Read these samples several times to get acquainted with 

them, like good friends, so you can draw on them spontaneously as needed. 

3. IMPACTING Questions (penetrating the target with the “missile”) 

The goal of an impacting question is to deliver truth home to process into real life and to help 

each person develop “skill in living” from the Bible (i.e. wisdom). The Spirit of God partners 

with our hard work to interpret and to apply. God’s desire is to transform our lives, not merely 

inform our minds by allowing the learning to lie dormant (James 1:22). When a real missile 

explodes on the target, it delivers its payload and rains death and destruction. When God’s truth is 

brought into contact with our needs, it delivers its payload and rains life and freedom into His re-

created people.  

Impacting questions (also called wisdom or personal questions) can be interspersed like a dash 

of salt during the study, yet primarily utilized at the end. When the participants understand what 

the verse says, even in the middle of the lesson, you may want to ask a quick application question 

to help them see its implication to them. “Great! What can that mean for your life?” Then bring 

this home at the end again for prayer. 

These questions are often more difficult to formulate since they invite personal change. 

However, they are also the link between revealed truth and life. Don’t shortchange yourself here. 

No study is complete without bringing attention to our response to truth. God’s Word has not 

been given to satisfy our curiosity, but to change and redirect our lives. Prepare thoroughly ahead 

of time since this is the last thing they are left with. 

Learn when to use direct and indirect applying questions. Indirect applying questions are often 

in the 3rd person, general for the church as a whole, more broad-stroked and less specific. Indirect 

applying questions solicit more answers because no one makes a personal stand. Direct applying 

questions, by contrast, force a person to take an open stand. 

Note how Jesus uses these two kinds of applying questions to draw out the best in Peter. First, 

Jesus used an open-ended indirect applying question directed to all the disciples. “Who do people 

say the Son of Man is?” (16:13). After drawing out a number of varied answers from the group, 

Jesus followed up with a direct applying question. “Who do you say I am?” (direct, 16:15).  

What a powerful model for teaching! There is something life-impacting about the words people 

say. I’ve watched people in groups verbalize something that I’m sure they have not yet believed 

before. The lights go on and their life changes here, perhaps immediately and at times gradually 

over the next months. Notice Peter’s “aha” pronouncement after the direct applying question. 

“You are the Christ, the Son of the Living God” (16:16). This moment forever changed Peter! 

Use direct questions carefully in a group, normally desiring each to ask themselves these 

questions! Normally, we want to first secure the confidence in the group before asking direct 

questions (unless rhetorical, preface it with, “Now I don’t want anyone to answer this out loud. 

Think to yourself how you would answer...”). Be careful not to break confidence. Even with those 

we know well. Use something like my Group Guidelines. If we are too direct, we could make 

others in the group feel less safe. The quiet ones may feel scared spitless that we will ask them a 

similar question next.  

As an exercise, take these two following direct questions and turn them into indirect questions.  

• “Are you a Christian?” (direct). 

• “Is Jesus Lord of your life?” (direct). 
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Before reading on for my suggestions, take time to carefully write out yours. It’s an important 

part of the learning process for you to actively respond.  Here are a couple of my suggestions 

(read only after you have tried this yourself!)  

• “What does an authentic Christian look like?” (indirect). 

• “How do you know Jesus is Lord of a person’s life?” (indirect). 

These personal impacting questions may be lightly salted within the flow of the dialog around 

the passage. Their main use, however, is at the end of the session or as you break down into 

smaller groups after the teaching to pray for one another. Don’t overlook these questions. Take 

the preparation seriously. As you prepare, ask the Spirit for direction before group for the time of 

application. Here are some question-stems for applying questions. 

• “What would it look like in your life if…?” 

• “How does…make you feel?”  

When you want to multiply examples for questions, go to the free PDF Appendix: Additional 

Question-Stems. 

FOUR Marks 

In any opportunity to influence, two important traits to develop are to learn to become a good 

listener and to ask good questions. These two skills will take you far in any arena of life, whether 

the family or work, relationships or Bible study. No wonder the skill to inquire & advocate is 

crucial. Inquire by temporarily laying aside your own values and assumption, best you can, so 

you can truly listen to the other. Then after questioning and listening carefully, weigh their views 

carefully with yours and advocate. Unity does not mean we all think and belief the exact same. 

Agree to disagree without being disagreeable if differences remain. 

Learn to ask questions that encourage and challenge, empower and release their best to build 

them up…but without overwhelming them. I’m still on a learning curve with this. Meet each 

where they are, which is easier with one person over coffee and more difficult in an eclectic 

group. Be sensitive to the Holy Spirit. He will get you in touch with the heart of the Discipler, 

Jesus. Here are four marks or guidelines for good questions.  

1. Be Focused: When we are focused, our questions are succinct, to the point. Keep the 

questions short so they are easy to grasp. No compound sentences (and, or, but). Make questions 

relevant and aim at the “main & plain,” what is clear and crucial in the passage, not minor 

details. Especially major on the two essential questions: “What is God like?” and “How does this 

God see and know me/us?” 

2. Be Conversational: Questions may be thought through or even written out beforehand. Still, 

express them in a casual way with everyday vocabulary, not with stilted language or a teachy 

tone.  

3. Be Compassionate: Compassion includes care yet runs far deeper in that we also bring 

gentle tenderness to whatever someone shares. Jesus has incredible presence, meeting and 

accepting each where they are. He bears with another in whatever they are dealing with so that 

they can experience more of the grace of the Father (see John 21.15-17 for this sort of 

compassionate questioning). 

4. Be Forward-looking: Empowering questions focus on future possibilities and changes rather 

than past problems. They aim to build momentum to forge transformation, targeting God’s design 
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and provision. Such questions activate and release the highest for which God has created us as 

His image-bearer. 

FIVE W-Helpers…Plus an H 

Jesus used questions extensively. He learned through the rabbinic and Hebraic style of learning, 

through asking and answering questions. When He was at the temple at twelve years of age, it 

was questions and answers that awed the leaders. 

After three days they found [12-year old Jesus] in the temple courts, sitting among the 

teachers, listening to them and asking them questions. Everyone who heard him was 

amazed at his understanding and his answers (Luke 2:46-48, emphasis).  

The Gospels record over 300 different questions that Jesus utilized in a variety of settings for 

an array of purposes. Sometime read through the Gospel of Luke just to note how Jesus used 

questions to teach and help others to learn. Let me introduce you to your Six Helpers, six lifelong 

friends of learners. 

Who?    Where?    When?    What?    Why?    How? 

You start a question and it’s like starting a stone. You sit quietly on the top of the hill and 

away the stone goes, starting others (Robert Louis Stevenson). 

Too many of us have developed the lazy habit of reading without seeing. Saturate ourselves 

thoroughly with the passage like a sponge absorbs water. Of course, don’t use every question for 

every verse. As we develop this skill of bombarding a text with good questions, though, we will 

get a feel for it, just like with any skill (learning a sport, computers, etc.). Any question that is 

aimed at the text is appropriate (I call these “observational questions” when aimed at the text 

since they will help take blinders off so we can observe more thoroughly).  

Take the time and effort to both learn to study and to teach by asking good questions. The more 

we practice asking questions in every arena of life, the more naturally and easily they will flow. 

Learn to think this way. Here are our Six Helpers (See Appendix: Additional Question Stems for 

more). 

1. WHO? (Person):  

• Who is the author?  

• Who is affected by this statement?  

2. WHERE? (Place):  

• Where was the writer when he wrote (religious, political, and economic situation of the 

city or region)?  

• Where was this written to?  

3. WHEN? (Time):  

• When was the passage written (before or after the death of Christ; when in relationship 

to other letters by the same author, etc.)?  

• When did that event in the passage happen?  

4. WHAT? (Content):  

• What kind of literature is the passage (prose, poetry, history, gospel, parable, epistle, 

and apocalypse)?  

• What is the main subject at hand?  

5. WHY? (Motive):  
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• Why would it be best for me if I responded like the person in the passage?  

• Why does this passage make me uncomfortable? 

6. HOW? (Manner):  

• How did the writer communicate his message?  

• How did the results in the passage occur?  

• When you want to multiply examples, go to the PDF Question-Stems Appendix. 

Various Benefits of Questions 

Before reading on, ask yourself: “What do the benefits of asking good questions bring to me?” 

Jot down your answers for active learning. Add yours to this dialog. 

• Questions expose the gaps in our thinking and in our knowledge pool. 

• Questions open up our minds so new ideas have fertile ground to sprout.  

• Questions tap into self-learning. Good questions help us to think better and to discover 

truth for ourselves. They open doors to internal motivation and strip off previous 

blinders, helping us to see from a new vantage point. This accelerates internalization of 

information into character and values formation. 

• Questions tap into natural learning and invite maximum participation through discovery, 

creativity, and innovation, teaching people how to think, not just telling them what to 

think. 

• A question/answer approach also helps prevent the leader from becoming the “power 

figure,” the expert and instead taps into the power of community and builds 

relationships with others. 

• When a person answers a question, his/her verbal declaration powerfully works to 

change the person at the heart level. It’s how God wired our brains. 

• Questions open up our minds so new ideas have fertile ground to sprout. They force 

each one to think through concepts that have been hazy to them and learn to express 

their thoughts better. 

“Doing the thinking for other people is not just a waste of our own energy; it also gets in 

the way of other people working out the right answers” (David Rock, Quiet Leadership). 

• Questions invite maximum participation through discovery, creativity, and innovation, 

teaching people how to think, not just telling them what to think.  

• Questions provide an opportunity to verbalize beliefs and values, nudge people toward 

receptive insight and create a readiness to respond.  

• A question/answer approach taps into natural learning, helping people feel fulfilled and 

satisfied in the learning process because it releases their potential.  

• This approach encourages deepening community relationship, and develops a high 

energy, high trust environment.  

• Questions are a very personal approach to learning that communicates that the group 

members have value.  

• A question/answer style values the learner’s experience and point-of-view, adds 

perspective to the learning environment and helps the group uncover unexpected 

possibilities.  

• Questions force each one to think through concepts that have been hazy to them and 

learn to express their thoughts better.  
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• When people discover their own answers, their commitment to the solution skyrockets, 

resistance to change dissipates, and a greater level of ownership to respond is unleashed. 

This increases personal accountability and accelerates internalization, even in the face of 

high risk. 

• Thought-provoking questions turn teachers and students into co-learners, prompting all 

of us to make connections between what we know and what we want to learn. This 

deepens relationship and also creates leadership abilities in many.  

When people discover their own answers, their commitment skyrockets, resistance to change 

dissipates, and a greater level of ownership to respond is unleashed. This increases personal 

accountability and accelerates internalization, even in the face of high risk. 

“The object of the event that excites no question will provoke no thought. Questioning is 

not, therefore, merely one of the devices of teaching, it is really the whole of teaching. It 

is the excitation of the self-activities to their work of discovering truth.”1 

 
i “Questions Jesus Asked.” https://haroldherring.com/blogs/harolds-blogs/richthoughts/720-7-

questions-jesus-asked-we-need-to-answer 

 
1 Gregory, The Seven Laws of Teaching (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House), p. 98. 
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